Negative coverage of U. City outrages profs

"New York Times," other papers unfairly labeled W. Phila. as "work-graded and totally dangerous." Lees

By Ben Hammer

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Two men were charged with robbing a bar at 37th and Girard avenues on September 23. Both were arrested

By Tommy Druitt

The Independent Newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania • Founded 1885

Crawford, Bandy jailed on two more robbery

Just chatting...

Graduate School of Fine Arts student Jenyo Rhi engages in a mid-afternoon discussion with

Frosh head to UA polls today and tomorrow

By Shannon Burke

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The increase was approved. The final legislation, therefore, gives employees the right to pay new workers the older $4.25 per hour wage for their first 90 days on the job and to pay em-

Recent minimum wage increase continues to spur policy arguments

Oponents charge higher wages will eliminate jobs for law's target — the poor

By Tommy Druitt
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Quad picnic closes Greek Week '96

By Tommy Druitt
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CAMPUS EVENTS

TUESDAY

11:00 a.m. Student Senate meeting, 4019 Irving Street. Call Kara at 898-6585.

11:00 a.m. Computer users' review of the electronic library's celebration of the 1997 Great Library Web Hunt.


1:30 p.m. Orientation for new graduate students in the Department of Statistics in 417 Statistics.

5:30 p.m. "The Spirit of God's Presence" in the Presbyterian Church, 3601 Locust Walk.

6:00 p.m. "Sister, Sister: The Latina Perspective," in the South Locust Hall, Room 285-286.

7:00 p.m. "First Amendment Task Force," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.

7:15 p.m. " metropolitan Friends and Families," in the Newman Center.

8:00 p.m. "Penn Society," in the Metropole, 3720 Chestnut.

9:00 p.m. "Penn Africa," in the International Student Services Office, 132 Benet Hall.

9:00 p.m. "Catholic Campus Ministry," in the Christian Association, 3601 Locust Walk.

9:30 p.m. "Unitarian Universalist," in the Unitarian Universalist Chapel, 3601 Locust Walk.

WEDNESDAY

9:00 a.m. "FAC Meeting," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.

10:00 a.m. "FAC Meeting," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.

11:00 a.m. "GRADUATE STUDENT Seminar, "Introductory Statistics," in the Statistics Department, Rm 204.

1:30 p.m. "Dining Club meeting," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.


6:00 p.m. "Library sends Penn on 'Web hunt' Strategic Plan for University Life," in the Library, 3601 Locust Walk.

7:00 p.m. "Recreational-dance event," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.

7:00 p.m. "FAC Meeting," in the Student Center, Room 285-286.

7:00 p.m. "Library sends Penn on 'Web hunt' Strategic Plan for University Life," in the Library, 3601 Locust Walk.

Library sends Penn on 'Web hunt'

By Nithika Dividell

Penn Student

The World Wide Web has opened up a whole new range of possibilities for computer users. Students can now make plans reservations, order compact discs, read the complete works of Shakespeare — or a range of 200 Penn officials.

In the contest, the prizes were an IBM ThinkPad X20 laptop, a trip to Paris and a trip to Rome. The first $1,000 prize was awarded to Jeffrey Alter, who was given a trip to Paris. The second $1,000 prize was awarded to Emma Fine, who was given a trip to Rome.

The contest began yesterday, but students can continue to participate in the contest through November 2.

Students may enter on their own or with a group. Groups must have at least one Penn representative.

The winners were chosen by a panel of judges. The panel was comprised of students, faculty and staff members.

The contest was organized by the University's Office of International Programs.

”的" "E-mail and computer users' review of the electronic library's celebration of the 1997 Great Library Web Hunt.

PENN FACT:

"Web hunt" is the name of the contest. It was organized by the University's Office of International Programs.

Neighborhood from page 1

This is not an urban slam,

Lees insisted.

While agreeing that coverage misrepresented the neighborhood as a slum, Vice President for Government Affairs Carol Scheman said "West Philadelphia's family may be missing the point." The point is not that the neighborhood is not that bad," Scheman said. "People should have the right to be that." University Provost Michael Katz, who lives in West Philadelphia since 1981, agreed that coverage of the neighborhood was outrageous.

The gist of most of the articles and columns by the Daily Pennsylvanian is very ugly of this area — that the West Philadelphia is shabby, a slum, in terms of housing and indefiniteness and so forth," Katz said. "All anyone has to do is take a walk around the neighborhood and see that it is not true." Lees said that because West Philadelphia is a wonderful place to live and that family is pleased with the area.

Scheman explained that what baffled her is not the area past 42nd Street, but rather the area that makes up the area where students might be spending their time, which she said is the worst part of the neighborhood.

"The thing that I struggle with is that the worst part of the neighborhood is not in this area, but is the area past 42nd Street, on the part of the neighborhood."

Lees said she was disappointed to see the student reaction in the Penn Daily.

"I was absolutely appalled by the statement of Penn students about how they are afraid to walk alone," she said. "They are afraid of people who live in a normal life here."

News Briefs

Quad mail trailer to remain open

Although the Quad mail package trailer was slated for closure on October 1, efforts by the Undergraduate Assembly and the Student Bill of Rights Advisory Board have convinced administration officials to leave the trailer open.

Scheman said that an area had more potential problems, and that the area's problems are not a true reflection of the neighborhood.

"This is the most exciting of the

Penn Escort Services

Flexible Night and Weekend Hours

Salary: $9.00 to $12.00

Apply in person to the Department of Transportation and Parking, Suite 447A, 3401 West Street (8657). Must have a valid driver's license and be willing to work late evening hours and weekends.
In the past, students have regularly used the Biddle Law Library for its multitude of resources—just to study in what many consider one of the most beautiful facilities on campus. But over the past year, many of them have been shut out of the Law Library, due to a policy that limits the access of non-Law students to its facilities.

The current policy allows unrestricted access to the Law Library for all students, but other graduate students and undergraduate students can only use the Law Library if they request it through their respective libraries. Faculty from other schools within the University who assign work that requires material from the Law Library can obtain permission through the Law Library's collection on a short-term basis.

The University's Law School Council of Student Representatives Vice President Juan Martinez said that the policy is a result of overcrowding.

"We have an obligation first to provide services to our students," he said. "And...then...then..." he added that the new policy only makes sense that you need to translate into giving students access to the Biddle Law Library.

Kelly said that focusing on the Law Library's collection on a short-term basis must speak to the University's role as a center for legal scholarship.

"We tried to take the needs of the University into account," Kelly said. "But...then...then..." he added that the new policy only makes sense that you need to translate into giving students access to the Biddle Law Library.

Kelly said that focusing on the Law Library's collection on a short-term basis must speak to the University's role as a center for legal scholarship.

September 27th, Randy has not posted the bar list for his exam, but he was only going to post his list for his exam. As a result, he was already in custody when police arrested him yesterday.

Crawford was convicted of crack cocaine when police arrested him. At the formal arraignment for each defendant, the prosecution is required to prove that an individual is guilty of the crime charged.

Rush said police have now made connections with Leroy's shooting and rearrested him yesterday.

The from November 8th, 2016
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Positions Available:
Financial Analyst
Research Associate

Submit résumés to:
Maggie Alexandre
Human Resources
Robertson, Stephens & Company
555 California Street, Suite 2600
San Francisco, California 94104

Presentation Date: October 8, 1996
7:00 pm at The Palladium
Interview Date: January 13, 1997
U. revises policies on Greek meal plans

By Tammy Reiss
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Last year, many Greeks living in fraternity and sorority houses that did not offer meal plans found themselves in a bind.

If they wanted to eat Dining Services meals, they were required to purchase a meal plan that included dinners—even if they only wanted to purchase a meal plan that included breakfasts or lunches. If they wanted to eat on campus, they had to pay dinner prices no matter what meals they chose to eat.

Now Greeks who live in fraternity and sorority houses can purchase a five-meal dinner plan at their house, which was previously only available to students living off-campus or in junior and senior townhouses.

Delta Tau Delta brother and College junior Jason Freedman said last year's plan was "totally ridiculous." He said he was not treated any differently because of his status as a Greek.

Sherr, meal contract coordinator for Dining Services, said they too pay salaries above minimum wage. Minimum wage increases are not likely to have much of an impact on employment, he said.

"Most economists have argued that the increase does bring the minimum wage back to its historical purchasing power," he said. Currently, all University work-study jobs pay salaries above the minimum wage, according to Manager of Student Employment John Rudolph, who noted that work-study salaries will increase to stay above the new wage level.

"The Greek system was not totally fair," Sherr said.\r
\r
"We didn't want to treat the Greeks differently from people living next door in non-Greek houses, who could choose a five-dinner plan at their house. Instead, they were required to pay the five-meal dinner plan price if they ate dinner in non-Greek houses. If they wanted to eat Dining Services' breakfast or lunch plans unless they were required to purchase the breakfast and lunch plans, instead of those that included dinner, according to Adam Fisher, meal contract coordinator for Dining Services.

The change in policy came after the University meal plans overall. The breakfast/lunch options are considered "commuter plans" and were previously only available to students living off-campus or in junior and senior townhouses. This change definitely opens up a lot more possibilities.\r
\r
"It's about time the University is doing something to save Greeks some money," Fisher said.

The policy is also applicable to full-time fraternity and sorority members living in on-campus residences who have a five-dinner plan with their housing contract.

The change in policy came after a review of last year's situation.

We applaud environmental action, except when it comes to recycled ideas. This kind of thinking may well explain why Andersen Consulting Strategic Services has been growing at a rate of more than 30% a year. And why it is one of the top five strategy consulting practices worldwide.

It certainly explains why our ideal candidates must have more than just exceptional analytical skills. They must also be original thinkers of the first order, interested in solving some of today's most challenging business problems.

If your commitment to fresh thinking is as strong as ours, come learn more about a career that offers great rewards for intellectual leadership. Please join us at our upcoming information session and reception.

Andersen Consulting

Stategic Services

DATE: Tuesday, October 8, 1996
PLACE: Penn Tower Hotel, Salon AB
TIME: 7:00 pm
Presentation with reception immediately following. All students are welcome.

If This Best Describes Your Ideas, Andersen Consulting Strategic Services May Not Be For You.

We applaud environmental action, except when it comes to recycled ideas. This kind of thinking may well explain why Andersen Consulting Strategic Services has been growing at a rate of more than 30% a year. And why it is one of the top five strategy consulting practices worldwide.

It certainly explains why our ideal candidates must have more than just exceptional analytical skills. They must also be original thinkers of the first order, interested in solving some of today's most challenging business problems.

If your commitment to fresh thinking is as strong as ours, come learn more about a career that offers great rewards for intellectual leadership. Please join us at our upcoming information session and reception.

Andersen Consulting

Stategic Services
Sunday night's debate was not earth-shattering, but it was informative.

With Election Day just one month away, voters across the country had needed a miracle to begin closing the next four years could be.

President Bush, the current chief executive, the Democratic candidate for re-election, and the Republican challenger for the White House, had managed to phub himself into the race. As the national campaign took off, we heard little about the issues, the parties, and the candidates.

The economy was booming today, we'll likely 'be the first generation to witness national security, the greatest challenge we face. While our economic status, the number of jobs available in the country, and the level of unemployment, were all important, to be sure.

But both candidates focused on issues like taxes, drug policy, and foreign policy, which are important, to be sure, but not as crucial in our generation of voters as the availability of affordable tuition, the solvency of Social Security, and the future of the health care system.

We have been told that although the economy is booming today, we'll likely 'be the first generation to witness national security, the greatest challenge we face. While our economic status, the number of jobs available in the country, and the level of unemployment, were all important, to be sure.
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The Freshman Class needs a voice in the administration. Without the input of an articulate underclassman voice, the chances are high that our voices will be lost to the din of those who will follow in our footsteps. Rather than add to, our college experience and the experience of those who will follow in our footsteps, we must represent our interests, needs, and concerns. My choice to run for the Undergraduate Assembly is not based on ego, but rather the desire to formulate and implement a vision of success for the freshman class.

The one thing that I can guarantee you is that I will make a tangible difference in your life at Penn. My determination, insight, and past experience will make the Undergraduate Assembly a more substantive organization. I urge you to vote on the 8th and 9th of October.

#1 Josh Fink
As freshmen this is an important time for us. The University is currently undergoing historic changes. Without the input of an articulate underclassman voice, the chances are high that our voices will be lost to the din of those who will follow in our footsteps. Rather than add to, our college experience and the experience of those who will follow in our footsteps, we must represent our interests, needs, and concerns. My choice to run for the Undergraduate Assembly is not based on ego, but rather the desire to formulate and implement a vision of success for the freshman class.

#2 Alisa Cole
No candidate statement available.

#3 Jason Mayer
No candidate statement available.

#4 Ben Wallfisch
Are you tired of hearing everyone whine about safety issues, minority spending, construction on campus, and Penn's national rank? So am I. I am ready to work hard with you, the students, and the administration, to solve these, and other important issues pertinent to our university.

#5 Emily Cohen
No candidate statement available.

#6 David Goldberger
Fellow Members of the Class of 2000,
An exhilarating and invigorating four years lay ahead of us! But, this term will not be without its challenges and tribulations. As a member of your Undergraduate Assembly, I hope to work to lay the groundwork for a successful and exciting future. Through the UA and in correlation with Penn's administration, I believe we can work through many of the problems that plague our campus. If elected, I will tackle issues of campus security and make sure the events of the past weeks are never repeated. I plan to solve problems in our dormitories and in our dining halls. I also hope to implement programs on campus that will benefit us all.

Ultimately, I, David Goldberger hope to serve as your voice to the administration and I will fight to give the freshmen class the powerful and unified voice that we rightfully deserve.

#7 Sopong Kim
A month ago we all just moved here to penn. You probably did not know many people and still may not. You discovered that the food smells and tastes terrible and that you are not king/queen of the hill anymore. You have discovered that things work differently here and that your neighbors talk with a funny accent. We all have our differences, yet something draws us together. One unifying goal is that we are all paying $130,000 over four years to get a piece of paper that symbolizes our greatness and qualifications.

While we are here, I would like to make our Penn experience unique and special. Running for a freshmen seat on the Undergraduate Assembly is my attempt to improve the Penn community and palliate the rigors of college life. I would love to represent you. On October 8th or 9th please vote for Sopong Kim. Thank you!

#8 Emily Robin
Here we are - the University of Pennsylvania. Before each of us is the opportunity to grow, to learn, to change, to become new people. Beside opportunity, danger exists - the danger of not knowing how to act, of the intangible future, and of the exciting present. To each and every one of you, I say - Let us seize the day! Let us embrace our unimaginable futures and our engaging moments together.

My peers, my name is Emily Robin, and I am ready and willing to seize this day and this opportunity to be your representative on the Undergraduate Assembly. A student of both Wharton and the College, I possess first-hand knowledge of problems and goals arising from both schools. I have had extensive experience in serving as a leader; I am full of energy and spirit. Most important, I have the desire to seize this opportunity and affect our

#9 Seth Kruglak
Hi. My name is Seth Kruglak, and I'm a freshman candidate for the Undergraduate Assembly.
I believe we first need a secure campus. None of us came here to live in constant fear of being the next victim. This can easily be done by having an active police presence around the entire campus area.

Secondly, the students at the University of Pennsylvania deserve a weight room with modern equipment. It would not be expensive to replace the old equipment in the Hutchinson Gymnasium.
We should also have a clean campus. Trash piles up in the Quad, and the hallways and bathrooms are always dirty.

More importantly, I am here for you. I need you to tell me what you want to be done. I'm your voice at Penn, so it is not only about what I want. I will accomplish what you, the Class of 2000, wants if I'm elected.
At this point, four weeks into my life at penn, it would be a lie if I were to claim that I know anything about the student population. I do not believe that the administration has a clear understanding of the needs and concerns of the students. At this point, I need to come out and make specific campaign promises, it wouldn't be honest. The one thing that I can promise unconditionally is that I will always be open to your suggestions and ideas and will do my best to communicate them to the administration. It is so important that the students have a voice.

The UA is the liaison between the administration and the students and members need to be able to communicate well. I believe that communication and the students need to be able to vote on October 8. Please remember me: Meghan Butler.
Penn qualifies for ECAC finals for first time

According to Adam Bradshaw, Princeton coach Dick Hunt told him that Penn was "the Northwestern of golf"..."
ABT WOLFENSOHN

BT Wolfensohn M&A and Corporate Advisory Group specializing in U.S. and cross border mergers and acquisitions, will be presenting at University of Pennsylvania on October 8, 1996

A classroom presentation for upper class students will be held at Steinberg Hall-Dietrich Hall, Room 1206 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Learn About Venture Capital
The senior class of 1997 is cordially invited to learn more about Venture Capital and our Associate Program

Learn About
• What Venture Capital is
• How to get into the Venture Capital Industry
• Successful Investment Strategies in Venture Capital
• A Unique Career Opportunity

Learn from Partners with Prior Experience at
• McKinsey & Company
• Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette

Undergraduate Recruiting Resume Drop: Oct. 14-17

Date Change: Tuesday, October 8, 1996 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall, Room 215

BRAND EQUITY VENTURES

Attention SEAS Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Doctoral Students

Engineering Career Awareness Day
Wednesday, October 9, 1996 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Towne Building - All Three Floors

Representatives from over 70 organizations will discuss full-time and summer positions. Bring resumes!

Check the engineering section of the OPPS homepage, http://www.upenn.edu/OPPS, for the list of companies.

Co-sponsored by the Career Planning & Placement Service and Engineering Student Activities Council.

Ortman runs Lwt. Football past the Tigers

FOOTBALL Inn BACKPAGE
11-yard line. Penn quarterback Matt Vennor’s two-point conversion attempt was incomplete, and Penn led 12-9.

Princeon followed the score with a 46-yard kickoff return that set up a 22-yard touchdown pass from the four-yard line. With 8:26 left in the half, Princeton led 16-12. After the Quakers bided the extra point, Penn’s lead was cut in half to 12-6.

On the kickoff, Schmidt booted the right sideline for a 70-yard return that put Penn in scoring position. But the Quakers were forced to settle for a 22-yard field goal Dan Barnet conversion to lead 15-12. Princeton’s offense ran back against a score when Barnett’s kick from the three-yard line.

After intermission, the Penn defense took it open field to stuff the Princeton wishbone offense. The Quakers defensive line controlled the second half, and the Penn secondary came up with a key interception. "We all came up big," Penn defensive tackle Kile Edwards said. "We felt really good in the second half."

On Princeton’s first possession of the second half, it was Quakers defender back David Klein who provided the highlight with a leaping interception to stop the Tigers short of a touchdown.

As the fourth quarter began, Penn went to its slim three-point lead. Then the favors began. Penn punt back Keith Lotman nailed a 47-yard punt that pinned the Tigers back on their own 15-yard line. The defense held the Tigers and forced them to punt.

On Princeton’s second possession, Schmidt booted the punt at the Princeton 45-yard line and cut to the right sideline. After a key block by Kave Golabi helped seal the initial punt, Schmidt moved down the sideline, then quickly cut back to the inside off of a strong block from junior defensive end Carter Byrnes and high-stepped into the end zone. "Every day in practice we do this stupid punt return drill,” Schmidt said. “That's why the coaches do it.”

Penn’s two-point conversion from Vennor to Kilburn was successful, and the Quakers were able to get worse after the Quakers defense recovered a Princeton fumble on the next possession.

On fourth down, Penn’s Schmidt finally borable the Quakers career receiving record with a 30-yard reception. After another fourth-down conversion, fullback Joel Correia scored on a short run, giving the Quakers the 30-12 lead, which would hold up as the final score.

"Deadly Persuasions: Advertising & Addictions"
Tuesday, October 8 7-8:30 pm Meyerson B-1

Dr. Jean Kilbourne
ACTIVIST, FILMMAKER, and AWARD-WINNING LECTURER

Connaissance

Dr. Jean Kilbourne

Dr. Kilbourne is internationally known as a media critic, writer and lecturer. She has exposed numerous audiences to the impact made by the advertising industry on our attitudes, values, and behavior, both as individuals and as society as a whole. With her award-winning skills she compels audiences to see that ads are a powerful kind of cultural brainwashing.

After intermission, the Penn defense took it upon itself to stuff the Princeton wishbone offense.

Questions?
Please call the Office of Health Education at 573-3525

American Marketing Association (Wharton Chapter)
Questions?
Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
Please call the Office of Health Education at 573-3525
**Headliners**

George-for-Miner deal hinges on George signing new contract

**SPORTS WIRE**

**Game Recaps**

Steelers win battle of AFC powers by knocking out K.C.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — If Neil O'Donnell got $25 million, what's Mike Tomczak worth?

The 28-year-old career backup who replaced O’Donnell, who led the Steelers to the Super Bowl last year then took the New York Jets' money, threw for 389 yards last night to lead the 12th-ranked Steelers to a 30-14 victory over the Chiefs in Kansas City.

It was Pittsburgh's fourth straight win in an opening day fiasco here and the first loss for the Chiefs in their last 13 regular season games at Arrowhead Stadium dating to 1984.

Tomczak was 29-for-39 for 389 yards and three TDs, all to receiver John Stallworth, who had 12 catches for 177 yards.

The Chiefs, who had scored the most points of any team in the NFL this season, were held to one touchdown.

Pittsburgh defense limited Kansas City to only one trip into the red zone. Pittsburgh defense limited Kansas City to only one trip into the red zone.

**Standings**

**BASEBALL**

DIVISION SERIES powers by knocking out K.C.

NEW YORK VS. TEXAS

10/21: New York 3, Texas 2

10/22: New York 3, Texas 2

10/23: New York 8, Texas 2

10/24: Texas 5, New York 4

NEW YORK VS. DENVER

10/21: New York 10, Denver 0


10/23: New York 7, Denver 3

10/24: Denver 7, New York 3

**NFL**

AMERICAN CONFERENCE East Division

YESTERDAY'S GAMES

Chicago 17, Tampa Bay 10

Denver 21, New Orleans 10

Atlanta 24, Detroit 28

New England 46, Baltimore 38

San Francisco 28, St. Louis 11

Indianapolis 13, Buffalo 16

Seattle 22, Miami 15

Green Bay 37, Chicago 6

Houston 22, New Orleans 10

Jacksonville 10, Dallas 7

Pittsburgh 29, Miami 3

Baltimore 21, Tennessee 3

Kansas City 35, New England 10

Pittsburgh 38, Green Bay 10

Washington 23, Arizona 0

Denver 23, San Francisco 20

Detroit 10, New Orleans 8

**NHL**

EASTERN CONFERENCE

10/21: New York 3, Arizona 1

10/22: New York 8, Arizona 2

10/23: New York 8, Arizona 2

10/24: Arizona 2, New York 8

**WESTERN CONFERENCE**

Central Division

10/21: Chicago 19, St. Louis 17

10/22: St. Louis 4, Dallas 3

10/23: Dallas 2, Chicago 1

10/24: Chicago 7, St. Louis 4

**Union Bank Of Switzerland**

Opportunities in Foreign Exchange

Cordially invite you to attend an informal presentation on October 10, 1996

Steinberg Dichtl Hall

Room 1206

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

**Conference’96**

"Frontiers of Growth in Counseling"

**Rexall Drug Stores**

Innovations in Information Technology: Creating Networked Globally

**The Boston Consulting Group**

Coopers & Lybrand Consulting

**Price Waterhouse**

Town Team: KURT SALOMON ASSOCIATES

Booz-Allen & Hamilton

GEMINI.

**MERCER**

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

Management Consulting

McKinsey & Company, Inc.

DEKKOTE & ROUCHE, LTD

**MONITOR COMPANY**

STRATEGY CONSULTANTS

**AKTIEFREND**

NATURAL FRATERNITY OF DELTA SIGMA PI

Jacksonville, Florida

Washington, D.C.

Los Angeles

Chicago

Denver

**Sports Night Editors:**

I've Got a Feeling Pittsburgh's Going to the Super Bowl; Moore Under Glass; Jeen & Some Others...; More: Au-Jus! I Think Hockey Had A Game...; Have You Noticed: Davis Love 3rd; Five-for-Sev: An Air That Bade One Way Ticket to Harvard
**Penn eases by Princeton on the road**

Schmidt breaks Lwt. Football career receiving yardage record in Quakers victory

By Tom Magee

**Princeton, N.J. — Any definition of team effort should include a description of Princeton’s lightweight football team’s 29-14 humiliation of Penn’s Tigers on Saturday night.**

The Quakers (4-5-1, 1-5 Ivy League) went into the game knowing they would face a Top 10 team. But most Penn students, whether they live on or off campus, the only way to view the game will be the old-fashioned)

**Comcast to televise today’s M. Soccer game**

New deal allows Comcast to telecast soccer, football and hoops

By Scott Lamm

The Daily Pennsylvanian

In years past, if you wanted to catch a Penn sporting event on television, your only bet was to catch the game's basketball match that aired on ESPN or view a Quakers football game on ESPN3.

But this season, the athletic department has resolved to develop a relationship with Comcast Cablevision of Philadelphia and is starting a new television deal that will be a win-win for all parties involved.

Beginning this weekend and continuing through the end of the season, Comcast Cablevision will carry a select number of select Penn football and soccer games.

**Penn opens fall with tennis title**

By Josh Callahan

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Two Penn women’s tennis players competed in the Bucknell Invitational this weekend and one of them turned in an excellent performance.

The Quakers are hoping to make noise in the Ivy League, but they have yet to show any signs of life this fall. The Quakers are currently 1-1-1 in Ivy League matches and 3-2-1 overall.

**Quakers suffer first loss of season**

**By Tom Magee**

The Daily Pennsylvanian

It had to happen sooner or later.

The Penn women’s tennis team ran into a buzz saw in the form of nationally ranked Temple University.

The Quakers were (-4) of Temple in the first match and (-3) in the second.

**M. X-Country finishes in third place at Leopard**

Penn captain Matt Wilkinson wins individual title

By Josh Callahan

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The Penn men’s cross-country team has a young yet experienced group that is looking to make noise in the Ivy League.

The Quakers are hoping to break through this fall and make noise in the Ivy League.

**Golf finishes fourth at St. John’s**

Bradowshold holds off Temple’s Lewis to win individual title

By Matt Greenberger

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The Penn golf program entered a new era last fall when it moved to the Eastern College Athletic Conference.

The Quakers are hoping to break through this fall and make noise in the Ivy League.

The Penn men’s cross-country team has a young yet experienced group that is looking to make noise in the Ivy League.

**Quakers suffer first loss of season**

**By Tom Magee**

The Daily Pennsylvanian

It had to happen sooner or later.

The Penn women’s tennis team ran into a buzz saw in the form of nationally ranked Temple University.

The Quakers were (-4) of Temple in the first match and (-3) in the second.

**M. X-Country finishes in third place at Leopard**

Penn captain Matt Wilkinson wins individual title

By Josh Callahan

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The Penn men’s cross-country team has a young yet experienced group that is looking to make noise in the Ivy League.

The Quakers are hoping to break through this fall and make noise in the Ivy League.

The Penn men’s cross-country team has a young yet experienced group that is looking to make noise in the Ivy League.